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Here you can download file I Don t Know Why (Lead Sheet). 2shared gives you an excellent opportunity to
store your files here and share them with others. Join our community just now to flow with the file I Don t
Know Why (Lead Sheet) and make our shared file collection even more complete and exciting.
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I Don't Know is a song by Ozzy Osbourne. Words and music by Ozzy Osbourne, Randy Rhoads and Bob
Daisley. As heard on Ozzy Osbourne's recording Blizzard of Ozz. Guitar tablature PDF transcribed by Jeff
Perrin. Moderate Hard Rock q = 136
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About From Norah Jonesâ€™ debut album, triple grammy winning song in 2003. Beautiful melody with
interesting harmonies. Personally, I find it a little too soft-boiled and sugar-coated. Original Key Bb Tuning
Regular Tab Notes Three parts, the chromatic intro [ A ], introducing the harmony scheme, the verse [ B ] and
the chorus [ C ], and thats it.
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